ABSTRACT: We demonstrate the fast, direct, and quantitative observation of temperature-and comonomerinduced changes in the interfacial size and composition in phase-separated styrene-butadiene-styrene block copolymers by double-quantum-filtered proton spin-diffusion NMR experiments performed under high-resolution magic-angle spinning conditions. The experiment is based on the dipolar-mediated diffusion of spin magnetization from the (styrenic) rigid phase through a more mobile interphase of variable size and composition into the soft (polybutadiene) domain. The experiment spectroscopically distinguishes between mobilized styrene segments located in the interphase and those mixed (dissolved) in the bulk of the mobile domain. The results indicate that temperature-induced softening due to mobilization of styrene units at the interface and the tendency to become part of an extended interphase is stronger for systems with a lower segregation strength, having statistically distributed styrene comonomers in the soft domain.
Introduction
The understanding of the microphase separation in block copolymers is of central interest for the development and improvement of materials that combine unique thermal and mechanical properties that cannot be realized with singlecomponent systems. Central driving forces for the formation of unique, continuous/dispersed or even cocontinuous structures are the composition, both within and between the different blocks, molecular weight, architecture, and temperature. In the last decades, the importance of the interfacial region (also termed interphase) between the chemically homogeneous (or homogeneously mixed) blocks has received particular attention, 1, 2 as it affects the thermal and mechanical properties of the material. A variety of experimental techniques, such as electron microscopy, 3 small-angle X-ray scattering, 4 neutron scattering and reflectivity, 5, 6 and deuterium NMR [7] [8] [9] was used to study compositional, density, or mobility profiles across the interface. The mentioned methods are, however, indirect, as they are only sensitive to electron density changes, or require interface-specific isotope labeling, respectively.
As an alternative, proton spin diffusion NMR, exploiting for instance mobility differences between hard (below T g ) and soft (above T g ) regions, has long been recognized to be sensitive to the size of the microphases as well as an interphase. [10] [11] [12] [13] In such experiments, the initial proton magnetization is selectively suppressed in one of the phases (most often the rigid phase, using "dipolar filters" that suppress signal from strongly dipolarcoupled segments), and then re-equilibrates due to an also dipolar-mediated flip-flop process that has the characteristic of a diffusion process and provides spatial information.
Generally, interfacial mobility differences are rather easy to quantify by NMR even under low-resolution conditions, simply by suitable signal decomposition.
14 However, true composition gradients inevitably require chemical resolution, that is, highresolution spectra. This was demonstrated many times, mainly by 13 C-detected spin diffusion experiments based on a combination of a suitable magnetization filter and spin diffusion on the 1 H channel with cross-polarization magic-angle spinning (CP/MAS) detection. 10, 11, 13 Disadvantages of these powerful techniques are, however, the increased experimental time due to low 13 C sensitivity and the inherently nonquantitative CP transfer.
Proton-only NMR, on the other hand, solves these problems, as the full sample polarization is always under experimental control. 15 Given sufficient mobility and sufficiently resolved 1 H spectral lines, moderate MAS (on the order of 5 kHz) is in fact a suitable and simple method for the chemically resolved study of the composition of soft and interfacial polymer domains that are well above the glass transition. As an example, 1 H MAS in combination with mobility-based signal suppression of rigid and interfacial components by dipolar filter variation and spin diffusion has recently been used for the study of the interfacial size in PEO-PPO triblock copolymers. 16 Herein, we demonstrate for the first time that the combination of a more recently introduced double-quantum (DQ) filter that selects the rigidphase magnetization 17, 18 with chemically specific detection under moderate MAS is probably the most direct and efficient experiment to elucidate the size and the composition of the interphase in typical hard-soft systems, that is, styrenebutadiene-styrene (SBS) copolymers. The experiment exploits the diffusive progress of magnetization from the rigid phase, which in SBS is predominantly composed of polystyrene (PS), 19, 20 first through the compositional (yet sufficiently mobile) interphase into the bulk mobile phase that is mostly polybutadiene (PB). In a series of preliminary experiments, we demonstrate the dependence of the interfacial size and composition on temperature and the segregation strength, varied by introducing styrene comonomers in the soft phase.
Experimental Section and Theory
Samples. Two commercial SBS triblock structures have been studied, first, an asymmetric star with PB at the core and three short and one long PS arm, with size ratio 1:9 (K-Resin KR03, Chevron Phillips), and an equivalent structure with a statistical poly(styrene-co-butadiene) core containing about 15%w/w PS (Styrolux 3G55, BASF). Both polymers have the same PB content of about 25%w/w. The approximate molecular weights M n (GPC, PS standard) are 99 and 86 kg/mol, respectively, both with polydispersity PD ≈ 2.1. As addressed in a more detailed study using low-field 1 H NMR and TEM, 19, 20 the polymers form disordered lamellar microdomains with a soft-phase thickness of about 13-14 nm at room temperature. NMR spectroscopy. 1 H NMR experiments were performed on a Bruker Avance 500 spectrometer (B 0 ) 11.7 T), using a Bruker 4 mm MAS double-resonance probe at 4 kHz spinning frequency and 90°pulses of about 3.2 µs length. The spectral width was 320 ppm (160 kHz) to cover the broad rigid-phase (PS) signal. The baseline was offset-corrected before integration of the full (rigid + mobile) sample signal. For separate integration of the individual resolved mobile-and interphase signals, a narrow 30 ppm region around the sharp signals was baseline-corrected using a secondorder polynomial, thus removing the PS background hump. This is easily possible, as is obvious from the comparison of the lower spectrum in Figure 1b and the inset. The integrations yield the overall mobile fraction, f mob , and the fraction of PS in the mobile phase, f PSmob ′ . Note that the latter refers to the mobile phase ()100%) as reference; the corresponding overall signal fraction is
It is obtained by correcting the intensity of the aromatic (PS) and olefinic (PB) resonances with respect to the overall monomer proton contents (see Figure 1a) . A minor rigidphase signal loss of less than 10% during the 4.5 µs dead time was not corrected in this study and leads to small systematic errors in the phase compositions and domain sizes.
The DQ-filtered spin diffusion pulse sequence is identicial to a conventional DQ build-up experiment with variable z-filter, and reads 90 x -τ DQ -90 -x -2 µs-90 φ1 -τ DQ -90 -φ1 -t diff -90 φ2 -acq φ3 . The phase cycle involves CYCLOPS on the read-out pulse (φ2) and a fourstep DQ filtration cycle on the second (reconversion) pulse pair (φ1) and the receiver (φ3):
A phase-cycle controlled 90 x -2 µs-90 y -2 µs-90 (x composite magnetization inversion was applied prior to the sequence for alternate storage along +z and -z for the first and second block of 16 transients, respectively, thus avoiding potential T 1 -related artifacts. 20 The receiver phase φ3 is inverted accordingly for the second half. The inversion was also used in front of simple one-pulse MAS spectra acquisitions to suppress potential probe background. A DQ excitation and reconversion time τ DQ of 15 µs was used for maximum hard-phase signal retention, with negligible inter-and mobile-phase magnetization. For such a short DQ time and moderate MAS frequencies, a rotor synchronization is not possible, which leads to an overall DQ conversion of about 25% as opposed to a theoretical maximum on the order of 50%, which is in fact realized under static conditions. 20 The lower efficiency, combined with secondary effects such as coil vibrations, leads to some spurious correlated noise in the spectra (see inset in Figure 1b) . For the present study, this noise was the major limiting factor for the accuracy of the method, as it affects the accurate determination of intensities at very short spin diffusion times. More appropriate dedicated rotor-synchronized DQ recoupling sequences will be tested in the future.
Analysis of Spin Diffusion Data. The full relative source (rigid) and sink (interface and mobile) phase signals, normalized and corrected for T 1 relaxation effects at long times by division through the full (rigid + mobile) signal, were plotted vs t diff , and domain sizes were obtained from the common initial-slope approach, [20] [21] [22] using temperature-dependent spin diffusion coefficients obtained from T 2 measurements at low field. 20, 22 The results are collected in Table 1 . Note that the initial-slope approach yields the size of the source domain, that is, a DQ-filtered, rigid-phase-selected experiment yields the rigid domain size. The influence of 4 kHz MAS on the spin diffusion coefficients was not taken into account. According to a very recent study, 23 a reduction on the order of 30% can be expected for both rigid and mobile phases, thus explaining that the results for the domain sizes of K-Resin are about 20% larger than reported in our earlier paper. 20 Spin diffusion curves corresponding to the overall f mob (t diff ) and the composition-resolved f mob (t diff ) × f PSmob ′ (t diff ) were simulated using a modified home-written program presented in our earlier work, 20 where all important parameters are compiled. The simulations start with an initially polarized rigid region, and the signal fractions in the interphase and mobile regions are extracted on the basis of the advancing magnetization profile in combination with a given composition profile.
Essential parameters are the spin diffusion coefficients, spin densities, domain sizes, and, for the main purpose of this work, the composition profile φ PS (x), whose origin is located at the center of the rigid domain. The spin diffusion coefficient of the interphase was taken as identical as for the mobile phase, which is supported by our finding that the mobile-phase T 2 relaxation was nearly monoexponential in all cases. 19 Note that the composition profile has a larger spatial extent than the rather narrow mobility gradient region identified in our earlier work. 20 The local spin densities in the interphase and the bulk of the mobile domain were calculated according to φ PS (x) by interpolation between F PS and F PB . Effects of different phase-specific T 1 relaxation times, 20 which are important at lower field (where T 1 is often shorter) and at longer spin diffusion times, were not taken into account.
The rigid (d rig ) and interphase + mobile (d mob ) thicknesses were held constant at the values obtained from initial-slope analysis (and confirmed by two-phase fits), leaving a single free size parameter a describing the interphase width as a fraction of the overall mobile phase, 2d if ) a × d mob (a mobile layer is flanked by two interphases). To keep the number of parameters at a minimum, the composition profile (see Figure 3a) is described by only two more parameters: a finite and constant PS fraction for the bulk of the mobile phase, f PSmob ′ (∞), describing PS comonomers and completely dissolved PS subchains, and a shape parameter s ranging from 0 to 1 describing different composition profiles in the interphase. The profile is modeled according to (1) in the interphase region between d rig /2 e x e (d rig + ad mob )/2, and values of 1 and f PSmob ′ (∞) below and above, respectively. The periodic lamellar morphology is obtained by taking x ) 0 and x ) d rig /2 + d mob /2 as mirror planes. The interphase term was chosen on a purely heuristic basis, as it gives a linear decay (constant gradient) for s ) 0.5, concave shapes for smaller s, and convex shapes for larger s. Conveniently, s is exactly the area fraction under the function in square brackets (when x is taken as dimensionless). Importantly, the three parameters are interdependent, as they must be chosen such that the complete mobile PS fraction, which is directly measurable and given by the integral of φ PS (x) over the full mobile phase, is constant
In this model, the rigid phase is assumed to consist of PS only, in agreement with previous findings 19, 20 and phase-specific 13 C spectra based on a very short CP (not shown).
Results and Discussion
A typical 4 kHz-MAS 1 H spectrum of an SBS block copolymer is shown in Figure 1a . Aromatic, olefinic, and aliphatic sites are readily resolved, and the unresolved rigidphase signal forms a broad hump. The power of the DQ-filtered spin diffusion experiment is readily apparent from Figure 1b , where the aromatic PS resonances obviously rise more quickly (the signal being even higher than the olefinic PB signal at 8 ms spin diffusion time). This immediately proves that the magnetization first diffuses through a PS-rich, yet mobile interphase. At long spin diffusion times, the ratio between the two resonances reaches the ratio f PSmob ′ that is calculated from the integration of the 1 H MAS spectrum.
For a more quantitative evaluation, signal fractions for the overall mobile phase and its PS fraction are plotted in Figure   Figure 2 . Double-quantum spin diffusion data for the two samples at two different temperatures. Solid lines are from simulations with parameters given in Table 1 , straight lines are from the initial-slope analysis, and dashed lines indicate the mobile fraction (1 -f rig) from the spectrum integrations. 2 for the two different samples and different temperatures. The effect of the quicker rise of the mobile PS signal is most readily appreciated if the mobile PS fraction, f mob (t diff ) × f PSmob ′ (t diff ), is divided by the overall f PSmob ′ (open circles). These curves then reach the same plateau as the overall mobile fraction, f mob (t diff ), but they rise more quickly when PS is accumulated in the interphase. Our simulations showed that for certain values for the domain sizes, these curves can even exhibit maxima, indicating very sharp φ PS (x). Another diagnostic and very interesting case is represented by the data for Styrolux 3G55 at low temperature (lower right), where the PS-specific data almost parallels the overall f mob (t diff ). This proves directly that the PS is in this system almost uniformly distributed over the whole mobile domain at low temperature, and that the PS that is mobilized upon heating (at the mobility interface) spreads quite much into the bulk of the mobile domain, since the difference between the two curves is bigger, but still not very high at 363 K. To the contrary, the softened PS in K-Resin remains closer to the interface, as is directly seen in the corresponding data.
More quantitatively, the data was simulated according to the procedures outlined above. The simulated curves are also shown in Figure 2 , and the simulation parameters are collected in Table 1 (only the three in the last columns were varied). As the three parameters, the PS fraction in the bulk of the mobile phase f PSmob ′ (∞), the interphase size fraction a, and the shape parameter s are interdependent and related to the overall PS content of the mobile phase, we have effectively varied only s and a. Further ambiguities are lifted by combining experiments at different temperature. At low temperature, the interphase is small (a ≈ 10%), and the approximate f PSmob ′ (∞) was estimated to 3% for K-Resin KR03 and 17% for Styrolux 3G55, in accordance with the sample properties. These values were held constant for the high-temperature case, leaving a single free parameter that was fitted by eye.
The central results of this preliminary report are apparent from the simulation parameters in Table 1 . In K-Resin, the mobile PS fraction increases from 5 to 18%, and the simulations clearly show that this PS is confined to rather narrow interphases (a ≈ 20%, i.e., 2 × 2 nm). In contrast for Styrolux, while the amount of mobilized PS is somewhat larger but similar in magnitude, it extends much more into the mobile phase (2 × 9.5 nm interphase with concave φ PS and only 1 nm unchanged core mobile phase). This can directly be attributed to the decreased segregation strength of a statistical PB/PS block versus a homo-PB block in the latter system.
The second important aspect is that the method is indeed sensitive to the shape of the composition profile, which allows theoretical predictions to be put to a more rigorous test. Figure 3a shows different concave, linear constant-gradient, and convex interphase composition profiles compatible with the known overall f PSmob ′ , and in Figure 3b the corresponding simulations are compared with the data. The convex profile can immediately be excluded, while the best fit is provided by a linear to concave shape. This tendency toward a styrene-rich interface in well segregated copolymers fully support earlier indirect claims of an asymmetric interface composition. 1, 3, 7 In contrast, the high-temperature data of Styrolux (see Figure 2) can only be fitted with an extended convex profile (a ) 0.97 and s ) 0.27, see Table 1 ), similar to the dotted lines in Figure  3a ,b.
At this point, our simulation procedure still needs to be improved for more precise predictions. Notably, the simulations for the total f mob (t diff ) deviate from the data at t diff beyond 100 ms (10 ms 1/2 ), as do the plateaus at lower temperatures. This is attributed to T 1 relaxation effects, which are different for the two phases. With mobile-phase, T 1 s on the order of 1.3 to 1.7 s in the temperature interval studied (and rigid-phase T 1 s being larger), differential mobile-phase signal losses on the 100 ms time scale cannot be neglected. In fact, in our low-field spin diffusion study of the same material, 20 perfect fits were possible, taking into account differential T 1 relaxation. Clearly, these effects must be accounted for at high field when simulations rather than initial-slope analyses are performed but were beyond the scope of this preliminary report. The data up to t diff is considered reliable because the overall signal loss is less than 10%.
We finally summarize that the technique, within the confines of ambiguities set by the analysis of the advancing diffuse magnetization profile, provides fully quantitative information on the chemical composition profile in the soft phase of any block copolymer structure with sufficient mobility contrast. A study of composition profiles in the hard phase (with the mobile domain as starting phase using a different dipolar filter) could also be envisioned, yet it would inevitably be less direct. One could either retain the quantitative aspect by observing protons and using very fast MAS (g30 kHz) and high fields (g600 MHz), requiring the resolution of ambiguities in phase-specific detection (by deconvolution of lines with different width) and severely reduced spin diffusion coefficients. 23 An alternative is of course the well established, but more time-consuming and less quantitative indirect observation via a short, thus rigid-phase specific cross-polarization to 13 C. 10, 11, 13 A possible limitation that has as yet not been addressed in the spin diffusion literature is the distinction between a faster intrachain transfer (along a curvilinear path) and a slower, interchain transfer, in particular for the mobile phase. This would correspond to locally anisotropic spin diffusion effects as a result of different intra-and interchain residual dipolar couplings. Such effects would challenge the direct relation between spin diffusion time and spatial extent of the magnetization profile, and could lead to systematic errors in the composition profiles. We feel that these effects are not too important, as they could not account for the difference between the K-Resin and Styrolux samples, but further work to elucidate such effects appears highly worthwhile.
Conclusions
We have shown that the DQ-filtered proton MAS spin diffusion technique is very suitable to directly detect changes in the interfacial size and composition in the mobile domain of different SBS block copolymers at different temperatures. The results indicate that temperature-induced softening due to mobilization of styrene units at the interface and their tendency to become part of an extended interphase is stronger for systems with lower segregation strength, having statistically distributed styrene comonomers in the soft domain. The technique will be of use for more systematic studies in similar block copolymers systems with sufficient T g contrast. We are currently pursuing applications to more well-defined monomodal systems and mixtures to more systematically address the influence of segregation strength and polydispersity on size and composition of the interphase. An improved and more efficient version of the experiment will employ a dedicated MAS DQ recoupling sequence that can be incremented in small time steps to realize short DQ excitation times, and the data analysis will be improved by taking T 1 effects into account and testing least-squares fitting approaches as well as data inversion strategies that may directly yield the interphase composition profile.
